INTRODUCTION
Image coding is one of the most important problems in image processing since the storage and transmission of digital images requires a very large number of bits. Most work in image coding is based on the fact that any data originated from an image are not random, i.e. adjacent samples exhibit an important spatial correlation. Recently, a new coding method which depends on describing a scene in a higher level sense is beginning to be the prime research topic in image coding [l-51. This type of coding method is entitled as "object based coding'' and represents image signals using structural image models and takes into account the 3-D nature of the scene. The major drawback of this kind of coding is the restriction in the type of the scenes that can be handled. Since dealing with unknown objects is an extremely difficult problem, simplification results if the scene contains a priori known objects. In this way, only the identification of these objects and estimation of their relevant parameters are enough for coding of the scene. Within very low bit rate video communication head and shoulder type scenes are of high interest. Our work is also concentrated on this kind of scenes.
An object based coding system is basically composed of analysis and synthesis parts. A 3-D model of the scene (wire-frame) is utilized at both the transmitter and the receiver sides. 3-D motion and structure estimation techniques are employed at the transmitter to track the motion of the wireframe model and the changes in its structure from frame to frame. The estimated motion and structure (depth) parameters along with changing texture information are sent and used to synthesize the next frame in the receiver side. So, one of the challenging problems in, object based coding of facial image sequences is to adapt a generic wireframe model developed for an average speaker to fit the actual speaker and to track the 3-D 
BACKGROUND
In order to estimate the motion in 3-D. we have to identify how motion changes the structure of the scene.
Let [X,(t) Ys(t) 2,(t)lT be the vector of the coor-
dinates of a particular point s of a moving object at time t and S refers to the object which is the set of all such points. If we assume that the object is rigid and 0-7803-1772-6/!34/$3.00 @ 1994 IEEE subject to small rotation, we can express the position of s at time t + At given its position at time 1 88, where W X , w y , and wz are the rotational displacements around the X, Y and Z axes, respectively, and Tx, T y , and TZ are the translational displacements along the X, Y and Z axes, respectively. Under orthographic projection along the z-direction, Eq. 1 becomes, z,(t + At) = zs(t) + W Z Y~(~) -w y z a ( t ) + TX y,(t + At) = -w z z~(~) + ya(1) + wxza(t) + TY v s E s.
(2)
As the only information we can obtain from the 2-D images are the projections of the 3-D objects around us, we have to estimate the rotational and translational displacements from Eq. 2.
In the context of object based coding, we can divide the methods developed for the computation of motion from image sequences into two categories: feature based and optical flow based motion estimation. Among the methods in the literature about feature based motion estimation, MBASIC, recently proposed by Aizawa e2 al. [2] , is a simple and effective iterative algorithm for 3-D motion and depth estimation under orthographic projection. MBASIC algorithm requires a set of initial depth estimates which are usually obtained from a generic wire-frame model. Each iteration of the algorithm is composed of two steps: 1) Determination of motion parameters given the depth estimates from the previous iteration, and 2) update of depth estimates using the new motion parameters. Although the performance of MBASIC is very good when the initial depth parameters contain about 10% error or less, it degrades with the increasing amount of error in the initial depth estimates. But in practical applications the initial depth estimates may contain 30% or more error due to problems in scaling the generic wire-frame model to a particular speaker. Thus, in the following section we propose a modification to the MBASIC algorithm which makes it more robust to errors in the initial depth estimates with a small increase in its computational load, thus making it more useful in practical applications. We also compare the performance of the MBASIC algorithm and the improved algorithm in the presence of various degrees of inaccuracy in the initial depth estimates, and show that the improved algorithm converges to the true motion and depth parameters even in the presence of 50% error in the initial depth estimates.
PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed method is as follows:
1. Set the iteration counter m = 0. 
For uniformly distributed perturbations,
A, = U, (Za(,,,-,,(t) f U,(,,,) We compare the performance of the MBASIC algorithm and the proposed modified algorithm (with uniform and Gaussian perturbations). The simulations were carried out by using 5, 7 and 10 point correspondences, respectively, with 50% error in the initial depth estimates in each case. The data for the simulations were generated as follows: A set of 5 to 10 points, (z,(t),y,(t) ) with the respective depth parameters Z s ( t ) , in the range 0 and l, were arbitrarily chosen. The coordinates ( z l ( t + At),ys(t + At)) of the matching points in the next frame were generated from ( z s ( t ) , y,(t)) using the transformation (1) with the "true" 3-D motion parameters listed in Table   1 . The computed coordinates ( z S ( t + At),y,(t + At)) are then truncated to the nearest integer. This truncation approximately corresponds to adding 40 dB noise to the matching point coordinates. Then, f50% error is added to each depth parameter Z,(t), for the respective simulations. The signs of the error (+ or -)
were chosen randomly. At each iteration of the algorithm, first the motion parameters are estimated using the present depth parameters. (This step is the same as in the MBASIC algorithm.) Then, the depth parameters are updated as given by Eq.5. We set CY = 0.95 and p = 0.3 to obtain the reported results. In order to minimize the effect of random choices in the evaluation of the results, the results are repeated 3 times using three different seed values for the random number generator. The results shown in Table 1 are the average of these three sets. Table 1 provides a comparison of the motion parameter estimates obtained by the MBASIC algorithm and the proposed method using uniform and Gaussian distributed random perturbations at the conclusion of the iterations (in this case after 500 iterations). Table 1 shows the results only for the 10-point correspondence case. The 5-point and 7-point results are similar. The comparison of the results of the depth parameter estimation is shown in the figures. In these figures the average estimation error in the depth parameters vs. iteration number is plotted, where the average error is defined as where N is the number of point correspondences; Z,(t) and ZS(t) are the "true" and estimated depth parameters, respectively. In the MBASIC algorithm, the errors in the depth estimation directly affect the accuracy of the motion estimation and vice versa. This can be seen from Table 1 , where the error in the initial depth estimates mainly affects the accuracy of w x and w y which are directly multiplied by Z. However, in the proposed algorithm, an update scheme given by Eq. 6 that is indirectly tied to the current estimates of the motion parameters is used. As a result, a smaller average error is obtained for depth parameter estimation. As can be seen from the figures, the depth estimates, using the proposed method, converge closer to the correct parameters even in the case of 50% error in the initial depth estimates. For example, in the case of estimation using 10 point correspondences with 50% error in the initial depth estimates, the proposed'method results in about 10% error after 500 iterations whereas the MBASIC algorithm results in 45% error. Table 1 . The true and estimated motion parameters for 10 point correspondences with 50% initial error in the depth estimates.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose an improved motion and structure estimation method that uses point correspondences. We compare our results with those of the basic algorithm proposed by Aizawa et al. for different number of point correspondences. It is concluded that the proposed improved algorithm gives better results than MBASIC algorithm and provides a reasonably good performance even in the presence of 50% error in the initial depth estimates. Computational complexity of the improved algorithm is just slightly higher. 
